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Abstract: 

The rearmost arising technologies for road safety focus on chancing ways to avoid or minimize road accidents to 

road druggies with special concern by reducing the causes of road accidents. As depicted by data of certain 

advanced countries like Korea, Malaysia, Australia, United States of America, the major number of accidents 

causing death was veritably high during a former couple of times due to the increased number of vehicles on road, 

which is getting ungovernable. Still, Urethane Breakers constructed in Korea has served to deflect the unbridled 

moving vehicles and to balance it again causing reduction of accidents. In this paper, a study is carried out to 

explain its need in India perspective for using “Rolling Barrier" (RB) which has minimized the accidents rate in the 

below- mentioned countries. Rolling barrier provides softening effect during a crash, reduces the high- speed effect, 

constitutes material adaptability with stiffness and have other performance characteristics that reduce injury to 

inhabitants and damage to the vehicle. The comber barrier is extremely effective and its perpetration has given 

signified results in reducing the road accidents at flat roads, twisted roads sections, ramps, middles, entrances/ exit 

ramps in the parking garage etc. steep twisted roads as in the mountainous terrain. 
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1. INTRODUCTION: 

An accident is defined as an unplanned and unbridled event in which action and response of an object or person 

results in particular injury or damage to the property. A business accident may be explained as failure of the road- 

vehicle- motorist system to perform one or further operations necessary for completing a trip without any injury or 

loss. Road accidents are substantially due to inadequate conservation of the road network and lack of effective and 

methodical enforcement. Necessary and sufficient cause of an accident is a combination of contemporaneous and 

successional factors, each of which is necessary but none of which is by itself sufficient. The ideal of icing safe 

business on the civic roads in India is delicate substantially because of blend of slow-and presto- moving vehicles, 

participating the same carriageway. However, surely the bones responsible for them could be linked and 

approximate remedial measures could be developed and enforced to the extent doable, if accidents are caused by 

anyone. 
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1.1. STATUS OF ROAD ACCIDENTS IN INDIA: 

It's plant that India is leading China in number of road accidents. One road accident occurs in every one nanosecond 

and 16 people die in one hour. 40 percent of road accident occurs due to truck and two-wheeler. As per the report on 

accident death and self-murder (2010), l4, number of business accidents have passed in India in which 4, road 

accidents, rail road accidents and other road accidents.73.3 per cent of road accident occurs in Nagaland,66.5 per 

cent in Jammu and Kashmir,53.5 per cent in Bihar and53.5 per cent in Uttar Pradesh passed. Deaths in road accident 

have increased by5.5 per cent during 2010 compared to 2009 in India. A large number of accidents passed in Tamil 

Nadu. In Delhi megacity 25 per cent deaths of bike riders,18.8 per cent death of climbers,16.6 per cent death of two-

wheeler rider and9.2 per cent deaths of three-wheeler roads accidental do. Road accidents in India are37.2 percent. 

Table showing data of accident during 2015 and 2016 

 

1.2. Meaning and Importance of Accident Prevention  

The meaning of accident forestallment needs explanation because its necessity can hardly be inflated. We can 

correctly say it's an ideal of any type of assiduity. Accidents are met with either by the fault of motorists and road 

druggies or failure of the vehicle. Talking about mortal failure depends on the motorist fault or the injured persons 

fault, the enraptured state of the motorist, fatigue, the careless driving and not following the speed regulation ends 

with an accident and the lack of mindfulness and the injured aren't following the road rules beget damage to life. On 

the specialized side, the vehicles must be audited by experts during the interval of every trip. Each vehicle has to be 

out into conservation service for every, and kms besides the regular scan. In a nutshell it can be concluded that the 

significance of forestallment of accidents, purely depend on ill-disciplined gest of the road druggies and the lack of 

specialized surveillance of the vehicles. While assaying road business injuries Martha Hijar et al (2004) explosively 

states that it's important not to forget that the public health problem has clear and profound impacts in diurnal life as 

a cause of death and also generating consequences and disabilities, since in utmost cases, the victims don't die, but 

will need to acclimatize the changes in rules and in their diurnal conditioning during several weeks or months, and 

in some cases permanently as a consequence of the accident. 

2. BARRIER 

 Barrier is a type of inhibition that tries to keep vehicles within their road lanes and help them from collision with 

obstacles or other vehicles. They're installed on both side of roads, especially on angles. The main use of barrier is to 

help to avoid collision of vehicles with other obstacles or vehicles. The barrier used perhaps of steel, concrete or 

perhaps indeed of strings of wire. These barriers may be used as roadside barrier, median barrier, ground side barrier 

or work zone barrier. They're rigid, they don't have important inflexibility. 

2.1. Reason of using barrier 

Concrete safety Barrier designs have evolved over the history fifty times as a means to decelerate, deflect, or stop an 

errant vehicle from causing a crash with coming business from other side or business in neighboring lanes. They can 

be used between lanes of opposing business (standard barrier), at the edges of highways (roadside barrier), on 

islands (ground rail), as temporary safety barrier during construction, and in numerous other operations. There are 

multiple styles and shapes of these concrete barrier and they've changed and evolved with our trace system. 

Designed and tested by the New Jersey State Highway Department in 1959, the New Jersey barrier was one of the 

 2015 2016 

Total accidents 4.2 Lakh 4.8 Lakh 

Persons killed 1.2 Lakh 1.5 Lakh 
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first concrete safety barrier designs to be used on a large scale. During the 1960’s and 1970’s “Jersey Barrier” 

spread throughout the country and came, the most generally used type of concrete safety barrier. 

 2.2. Main reasons for installing road safety barriers on the roads are: 

 To secure and keep wild vehicles from going into the path of different vehicles. Accordingly, the road 

safety barrier is put on the middle of the road.  

 To shield the vehicles from falling into a pounce. The road safety barrier is ought to be set toward one side 

of the road if there's a drop of at least 5 measures close to the road  

 To keep a crazy vehicle from slamming and hitting a road side object  

The significance of safety road barrier can be seen by the benefits they give: 

 high Constraint  

 increased safety  

 low conservation costs  

 Reduced business logjams and traffic, etc.  

Road safety barrier help minimize the number of accidents associated with run-off road and direct vehicle crashes. 

Thus, they should be considered and included in every road construction design.  

2.3. Disadvantages in existing barrier: 

The RCC Jersey barrier and Flexible PU barrier are substantially used in the middles of road to reduce the 

accident. But there are some problems in these types of barriers. The disadvantages found in the RCC barrier 

and PU barrier are given below:  

• RCC barrier get damaged during collision with vehicles.  

• And also, RCC barrier damage the vehicle which hit on the barrier.  

• We cannot junk the damaged RCC barrier.  

• Flexible PU barrier get damaged during collision with vehicles.  

• The PU Barrier cannot repel the vehicle cargo during collision. 

3. Rolling Barrier: 

A small South Korean manufacturing company constructed the “Rolling barrier.” After the rolling barrier was 

installed at two downgraded and twisted roads sections in Busan (South Korea), the accidents at the sections were 

reduced by further than 50 in a time. This consists of both flexible property and semi rigid property barrier stiffness. 

They're different in medium than other types of barriers also reduce the hazards or accidents.  Urethane has come the 

material of choice in so numerous of moment’s performance driven operations because it exhibits extraordinary 

physical and mechanical parcels that other accoutrements simply can’t match. October 2016 Malaysian Government 

set to be used Rolling barrier to reduce the accident and achieve further safety. The conception of rolling barrier is, a 

structure equipped with nonstop pipes covered with urethane rings. Its general point resembles an erected abacus. As 

the rolling barrier activates the rolling disunion when vehicles hit the barrier, the rolling barrier reduces inflexibility 

of business accidents. There has a rolling box which is attested with pristine sword. The rolling box can rotate when 

it'll hit by business. It’s made of special chemical emulsion like hard rubber which is able to absorb the impact of the 

vehicle. In concrete or sword barrier there target to save the life of the humans but the vehicle situation would be 

worst and string barrier try to reduce the impact of the vehicles. 

Eventually these three types of barriers fail to achieve its target and mortal lost his life. Rolling barrier redirects 

(moving down from the anticipated path) the vehicle to the right direction by effectively soaking up (like a kerchief) 

or absorbing impact energy with breakers, upper and lower rails (impact energy is converted into rotational energy).  
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Rolling barrier consists of both flexible property and semi rigid property stiffness. It's medium is different from 

other type of barrier and reduces the accidents and save lives. The material used in the rolling barrier (urethane) has 

veritably good performance. It's also being trialed on a road in malaysia that's known as accident hotspot.  

 RB can be placed on mountainous places-turns, barrier, twisted alignment etc. As the rolling barrier activates the 

rolling disunion when vehicles hit the barrier, the rolling barrier reduces inflexibility of business accidents. There 

has a rolling box which is attested with pristine sword. The rolling box can rotate when it'll hit by business. It’s 

made of special chemical emulsion like hard rubber which is able to absorb the impact of the vehicle. In concrete or 

sword barrier there target to save the life of the humans but the vehicle situation would be worst and string barrier 

try to reduce the impact of the vehicles. Eventually these three types of barriers fail to achieve its target and mortal 

lost his life. A new type of barrier “Rolling barrier.” we can say that rolling barrier have same features of these. We 

can use it at road side, median and bridge. 

3.1. Purpose of using rolling barrier: 

 To reduce the accident figures.  

 To reduce the inflexibility of accidents.  

 To reduce the damage to vehicles.  

 To reduce the injury to mortal body.  

 To save lives from accidents 

3.2. Advantages of rolling barrier are: 

 It increases the safety of humans and vehicles.  

 It has shock spongy system, which reduces unforeseen shocks on vehicles.  

 It converts shock energy to rotary rotational energy.  

 It's easy to install, and conservation needed is also lower than normal barrier.  

 It gives good visibility at night also, with help of reflective vid.  

 It has further serviceable life than normal barrier.  

 It prevents unforeseen cessation and overthrowing of vehicles after collision.  

 It can be made by recyclable accoutrements, therefore it’s eco-friendly.  

 It may have high original cost but the final cost is less as conservation needed is lower and it has further 

life. 

3.3. Future scope of rolling barrier system 

 It can help in reduce major road accident and give lifesaving support to people.  

 To reduction of shock energy by roller’s spinning.  

 It can help a vehicle turn back to the road by roller’s spinning.  

 Road rolling barriers are excellent shock absorbing parcels which minimizes damage to vehicle  

 It was easy conservation hence cost of conservation is minimal (Assembling construction)  

 Barrier’s height can be fluently acclimated for passenger auto and lorry  
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 Largely bring effective  

 

4. COST 

This material isn't introduced in India yet. So there have no specific going about it. But in internationally there have 

the cost of rolling barrier. The features of rolling barrier are LED light, the hard rubber type plastic material (round 

shape), steel frame, we use a lighting vid, when the vehicle’s light hit the vid, it'll lustrously know as radium vid or 

reflective vid. The price of a roller is 40-45 USD (3050-3500 Inr). In this rate the LED light and the radium vid or 

reflective vid also included. But the price of the vid is 6 USD (458 Inr) per roll. The main thing of this barrier is the 

stage which is made of pristine sword. The price of pristine sword is 2-5 USD per kg (150-400 Inr) Some company 

giving the whole part of the rolling barrier the cost of the total barrier is 230-290 USD per cadence (17600-22200 

Inr) 

5.CONCLUSION: 

In India, accidents are adding day by day. As per the data mentioned over, a large number of accidents occurs on 

curve. 42 of collision is with barrier. The conventional barrier covers other objects from collision, but it damages the 

vehicle heavily and it may indeed beget death of passenger of the vehicles. The use of rolling barrier can help the 

damage and loss of lives. It absorbs the shock energy and converts it into rotational energy. The rolling barrier, 

made up of Urethane rubber, possesses both flexible and rigid property. LED light and reflective vid gives better 

visibility at night. So, the use of rolling barrier system can reduce the damage due to accidents. Its original cost is 

advanced but it doesn't need important conservation as compared to concrete and steel barrier. Rolling barrier are 

used presently in numerous countries. It should be enforced in India seeing current situations to reduce the damage 

and loss of lives due to accidents. However, installed and regularly maintained, it can be proved to be life saving 

device for road druggies, If duly designed. 
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